
Add Stiffeners (Do NOT add if using a Loft)

1x3x48"
1x3x92"

Spacer

Attach to Partition
Wall with (2) 1-1/2" Nails

2" Screws every 18"

Mackinaw Partition
       Revision:  03-19-07

Run:

#16623

Parts List
❑ 2 Wall Partition Sections
❑ 1 Door Partition Section
❑ 1 Long Rear Loft Support
❑ 1 Wall Stiffener 1x3x92””
❑ 1 Wall Stiffener 1x3x48”
❑ 2 Spacers 1/2”x2-1/2”x78”
❑ -- 2” Screws

1-A:  Position 1/2” x 2-1/2”x78” Spacer
on edge of wall partition that is going
against the wall.  Fasten with (2) 1-1/2”
finish nails to hold in place.

1-B:  Position first interion wall partition
panel against the side wall seam and
screw through partition into side wall
every 18” on both sides with 2” screws.

Align Door opening partition panel with
first wall partition panel, screw together
every 18” with 2” screws.

Position 1/2” x 2-1/2”x78” Spacer on
edge of wall partition that is going
against the wall.  Fasten with (2) 1-1/2”
finish nails to hold in place. Position
opposite wall panel and attach as
described above.  Align wall panels in a
straight line and screw to floor using 2”
screws every 18” apart.

Note:  Use chalk line or a piece of string
to properly align partition at floor.  Posi-
tion (2) 1x3 wall stiffener on top of wall
flush to edge and fasten with 2” screws
every 12”  Do not use wall stiffener if loft
is being used.

1A
Tools Required
❑ 1/8” Drill Bit, 3/8” Drill Bit, Phillips #2 Bit
❑ Drill
❑ Level

Note:  If using partition with a loft, position partition to fit flush under end of loft boards and eliminate the beam that would have been psoitioned
there.

Note: If using partition with loft package,
position partition to fit flush under end of loft
boards and eliminate the beam that would
have been positioned there.
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